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The maximum accessible energy further depends on many details of the acceleration re-

gion but can be estimated by comparing the acceleration time, tacc, the escape time of

particles from the acceleration region tesc, the lifetime of the source, tage, and the energy

loss time due to expansion and to interactions with the ambient medium, tloss (see, e.g.,

Norman et al. 1995a; Lemoine & Waxman 2009). The condition for successful acceleration

can then be written tacc . tesc, tage, tloss. The escape timescale tesc = R2/(2D), where D is

the di↵usion coe�cient, depends on the characteristics of the transport of particles in the

ambient medium, i.e., on the magnetic field and on the turbulence features. Detailed stud-

ies of this subject can be found in, e.g., Jokipii (1966); Giacalone & Jokipii (1999); Casse

et al. (2002); Yan & Lazarian (2002); Candia & Roulet (2004); Marcowith et al. (2006).

Energy losses during acceleration are generally due to synchrotron radiation, to interac-

tions with the radiative backgrounds, or to hadronic interactions, the latter process being

mostly ine�cient in diluted astrophysical media. The timescale for energy losses through

synchrotron emission and pion production can be expressed in a generic way (Biermann &

Strittmatter 1987): trad = (6⇡m4
pc

3/�Tm
2
e)E

�1B�2(1 + A)�1, where A = 240U�/UB cor-

responds to the ratio of the energy density of radiation leading to pion production U� , to

the magnetic energy density UB = B2/8⇡. In the central region of an AGN for example, as-

suming equipartition with the magnetic field (corresponding to the Eddington luminosity),

for E20 = E/1020 eV and BG = B/1G, trad ⇠ 105sE�1
20 B�2

G . This timescale has to be com-

pared to the acceleration timescale which reads (Lemoine & Waxman 2009): tacc = A tL,

where tL is the Larmor timescale and A & 1 for all types of Fermi acceleration (non, mildly,

or ultra-relativistic, 1st and 2nd order Fermi accelerations). For a non relativistic 1st order

Fermi acceleration for instance, A ⇠ g/�2
sh and tacc ⇠ 107s g E20B

�1
G ��2

sh , where the shock

velocity �sh ⌧ 1 and g ⌘ D/(rLc) & 1. Majoring this timescale with the radiative loss

timescale leads to a maximum acceleration energy in the central region of AGN of order:

Emax ⇠ 1019 eV g�1/2B
�1/2
G �sh.

In the generic case of acceleration in an outflow, Lemoine & Waxman (2009) compare this

acceleration time and the dynamical time tdyn ⇠ R/�W�Wc of the outflow, to set a robust

lower bound on the luminosity that a source must possess in order to be able to accelerate

particles up to E = 1020 eVE20: L > LB ⌘ �WR2B2/2 > 1045 Z�2E2
20 erg s�1. The

magnetic luminosity LB of the source is written as a function of the size of the acceleration

region R in the observer frame, in motion with Lorentz factor �W (and velocity �W) and

imparted with a magnetic field of characteristic strength B. This quantity is not straight-

forward to derive: the classical determination of the field strength using the synchrotron

emission (assuming equipartition between the total energy density of non thermal particles

and of the magnetic field for example), depends notably on the hardly known ratio between

the leptonic and hadronic accelerated particles (e.g., Beck & Krause 2005). In the case of

blazars for example, Celotti & Ghisellini (2008) discuss that their jets are not magnetically

dominated and that Farano↵-Riley I (FRI) radio galaxies, TeV blazars, and BL Lac objects

only possess magnetic luminosities of order 1042�44 erg s�1.

It should be noted that the escape of particles from acceleration regions is an intricate

issue that has been scarcely discussed in detail in the literature (note however the works

of Norman et al. 1995a; Mannheim et al. 2001; Rachen 2008; Allard & Protheroe 2009).
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outflow magnetic luminosity
necessary condition for successful particle acceleration
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The transient energy budget

for transient sources: real number density of UHE proton sources
ρ0 ~ n0 / (CR time spread τd)
τd   depends on extragalactic + Galactic magnetic fields (not known)
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 Observed energy budget in UHECRs
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Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)

LBZ =
(GM)3B2

c5R
⇠ 3.2⇥1046 erg s�1 M3

100B
2
11

RS

R
, (1)

whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg

✓
⇢0

1Gpc�3 yr�1

◆�1

, (2)

with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES
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orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES
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• Notamment à l’intérieur de
l’étoile à neutrons

• Implique la présence d’une certaine densité de charge

• À la surface, E >> gravité, forces interatomiques (work 
function) ⇒ particules chargées aisément extraites de
l’étoile jusqu’à (space-charge limited flow)

(Goldreich & Julian 1969)
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„
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Eej

Mej

«1/2

⇤ 4.5� 108 cm s�1 E1/2
ej,51M

�1/2
ej,5 ,

(1)
where Mej,5 ⇥ Mej/5 M⇤. After a few expansion timescales
tex = Rej,i/vSN, where Rej,i is the radius of the star that
led to the explosion, the ejecta enters into a stage of
homologous expansion where its size scales as R = vejt and
its internal energy as Eint(t) ⇤ (Eej/2)(tex/t).

The ejecta is first optically thick to electron scattering.
Noting � and ⇤ the opacity and density of the supernova
envelope, one can estimate the optical depth of the ejecta:
⌅ = R�⇤. Assuming a constant central supernova density
profile (see Matzner & McKee 1999 and Chevalier 2005 for
more detailed modeling of the interior structure of super-
novae) ⇤ = 3Mej/(4⇥R3), one can define the e⇥ective di⇥u-
sion time (for thermal photons to cross the ejecta):

td ⇥
„

Mej�
4⇥vejc

«1/2

(2)

⇤ 1.6� 106 s M1/2
ej,5�1/2

0.2

„
vej

2� 109 cm s�1

«�1/2

, (3)

with the opacity to electron scattering defined as
�0.2 ⇥ �/(0.2 g�1 cm

2
) for thermal photons. This sets

the timescale of the supernova light curve, under the
assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).

As the ejecta expands, it reaches a time tthin when it
becomes optically thin to electron scattering, for thermal
photons (⌅ = 1):

tthin =

„
3Mej�
4⇥v2

ej

«1/2

⇤ 1.9� 107 s

„
vej

2� 109 cm s�1

«
. (4)

For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):

tp =
9Ic3

2B2R6
⇥�2

i

⇤ 3.1� 107 s I45B
�2
13 R�6

⇥,6P
2
i,�3 . (5)

We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1: a forward shock at the interface of the
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shock
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blast (at rest)
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cold 
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relativistic
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).

The pulsar wind carries a total energy:

Ep =
I�2

i

2
⇤ 1.9� 1052 erg I45P

2
i,�3 , (6)

and injects a luminosity (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)

Lp(t) =
Ep

tp

1
(1 + t/tp)2

. (7)

into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)

RPWN ⇤
„

125
99

v3
ejEp

Mejtp

«1/5

t6/5, for t ⇥ tp, Ep ⌅ Eej (9)

Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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 outflow energetics

 Charge density
Conséquences : Champs électriques forts

• Champ électrique induit

partout où un plasma dense 
est en corotation

• Notamment à l’intérieur de
l’étoile à neutrons

• Implique la présence d’une certaine densité de charge

• À la surface, E >> gravité, forces interatomiques (work 
function) ⇒ particules chargées aisément extraites de
l’étoile jusqu’à (space-charge limited flow)

(Goldreich & Julian 1969)
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pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).

As the ejecta expands, it reaches a time tthin when it
becomes optically thin to electron scattering, for thermal
photons (⌅ = 1):
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For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):
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We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1: a forward shock at the interface of the
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).

The pulsar wind carries a total energy:

Ep =
I�2

i

2
⇤ 1.9� 1052 erg I45P

2
i,�3 , (6)

and injects a luminosity (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)

Lp(t) =
Ep

tp

1
(1 + t/tp)2

. (7)

into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)

RPWN ⇤
„

125
99

v3
ejEp

Mejtp

«1/5

t6/5, for t ⇥ tp, Ep ⌅ Eej (9)

Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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the timescale of the supernova light curve, under the
assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).
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For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):
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We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).
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into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)
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Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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mass number. At later times, as the wind cools and
becomes relativistic, the neutrino heating e�ciency
drops, shutting o↵ the r-process. It is thus unlikely
that this channel can seed heavy nuclei in the wind
in our framework.

3.2.2. Maximum acceleration energy

The acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays up to
ultrahigh energies in neutron stars or their environ-
ments is the main weakness of this source scenario.
A toy model presented in Appendix B can help to
get some hints on the problems.

Our poor knowledge of the neutron star magneto-
spheres, winds, nebulae and termination shocks (at
the interface between the wind and the surrounding
supernova ejecta) is central to the di�culties en-
countered in building a detailed acceleration model,
consistent with the observations and the leptonic
emission counterparts. The radiation due to pairs
itself is challenging to explain, and despite an in-
creasing experimental and theoretical e↵ort been
put to understand the working of neutron star out-
flows and nebular emissions, the community is still
struggling to solve fundamental problems (see e.g.,
reviews by Arons 2002; Kirk et al. 2009), such as how
and where pairs are been accelerated, or the related
so-called �-problem (how to reconcile the very high
level of magnetization � of the wind close to the light
cylinder, with the low level inferred from leptonic
emission observations downstream of the termina-
tion shock). How exactly pairs are being accelerated
remains also an unknown. One theory is that Fermi-
type processes takes place at the termination shock
and boosts to higher energies the particles already
accelerated to a high Lorentz factor in the wind, via
reconnection for example (Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011).

One certainty however is that neutron stars spin
down, and subsequently, their rotational energy is
channelled via their winds towards the outer medium.
We assume that, as the observations suggest for
the Crab pulsar, that the electromagnetic luminos-
ity, Lw, is e�ciently converted into kinetic luminos-
ity, Ṅmc2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�

mic
2 + 2m

e

c2
�

(with ṄGJ the
Goldreich-Julian charge density, Eq. B.6, Goldre-
ich & Julian 1969, mi = Am

p

the ion mass and 
the pair multiplicity), e.g., at the termination shock
(Lyubarsky 2003). Particles can then reach a Lorentz
factor of

�diss. ' 1
1 + �PWN

Lw

Ṅmc2
(3.1)

' 1.8⇥ 109

(1 + �PWN) (1 + xi)
�1

4 P�2
�3 B13R

3
?,6 .

where B is the dipole magnetic field strength of the
star, R

?

its radius and xi ⌘ mi/ (2m
e

) the ratio
between the energy carried by the ions to that carried
by pairs (Lemoine et al. in prep.). If ions of charge Zi

are injected at a rate ṄGJ/Zi, xi ⌘ mi/ (2Zim
e

),
so that xi . 1 for  & 103.

The magnetization parameter �PWN relates the
Poynting flux to the matter energy flux downstream
of the termination shock; in the comoving wind frame,
it is defined as �PWN ⌘ B2

PWN/
�

4⇡nmc2
�

, with
nmc2 ⌘ nimic

2 + 2n
e

m
e

c2 the rest mass energy
density, B2

PWN/4⇡ the electromagnetic energy den-
sity downstream of the shock,  defining the multi-
plicity factor for pairs achieved through pair cascade
in the magnetosphere2.

According to the value of , that can range between
10 � 108 in theory (a highly debated quantity, see
e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), the energy conversion can be
e�cient enough to enable protons to reach energies
at neutron-star birth

E0 ⇠ 1.5⇥ 1020 eVA56 ⌘ �1
4 P�2

i,�3B13R
3
?,6 , (3.2)

assuming xi ⌧ 1 and where we have noted ⌘  1
the luminosity conversion e�ciency. In the case
when the conversion is not fully e�cient, stochastic
types of acceleration could take place at the shock to
further push the maximum acceleration energy to the
confinement limit �conf = ZeBPWNRPWN/(Am

p

c2)
(where BPWN and RPWN represent respectively the
pulsar wind nebula magnetic field and radius), which
can reach values > 1011 over the spin-down timescale
for neutron stars with parameters B & 1012 G and
initial rotation period Pi ⇠ 1ms (Lemoine et al. in
prep.).

Note that the maximum acceleration energy in
Eq. (3.2) scales as the mass number A, while for
a unipolar induction toy-model described in Ap-
pendix B (Eq. B.4), the scaling goes as Z. The
calculations performed in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4
were done prior to the acceleration study described in
this section, and therefore are based on the energies
given by the toy model (Eq. B.4). For a standard
multiplicity 4, one notices however that the two
energies di↵er only of a factor of A/Z ⇠ 2. The
di↵erence also stems from the acceleration e�ciency
being taken as ⌘ = 0.1 in Section 3.3, while a full
e�ciency is assumed here.

2We have implicitly assumed a cold MHD wind, composed of
e

+�e

� pairs of proper density n

e

with a small admixture
of ions, of proper density n

i

.
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Electron-positron pairs are injected into the nebula with a minimum Lorentz factor �0.
As we will discuss in the following, this Lorentz factor provides the crucial parameter which
delimits the parameter space where msec PWNe can produce ultra-high energy cosmic rays.
Here, we treat it as a parameter in order to remain general, and we will make contact with
more specific models in Sec. 3. Nevertheless, one can note that for well-known PWNe, the
mean Lorentz factor h�i ⇠ 106, hence we use 106 as a fiducial value. More generally, �0 is
bounded by below by the bulk Lorentz factor of the wind at the termination shock, �w, and
by above by the Lorentz factor corresponding to full dissipation of the Poynting flux into
particle kinetic energy:

�M ' Lp
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2
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p,45

�1
4

' 3.5⇥ 109
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in you expression for �M there is no explicit reference to �. To make you wording clear
you could write �M = �w (1 + �), so (1 + �) can be interpreted as the “bulk Lorentz factor
of the electromagnetic part“ Here, xi ⌘ mi/ (2me) denotes the ratio of energy carried
by the ions relatively to that carried by the pairs; assuming that the ions are protons,
xi . 1 for  & 103. The particle rest mass power injected into the nebula is written here:
Ṅmc

2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�
mic

2 + 2mec
2
�
, with ṄGJ = B?R

3
?⌦2

/(Ze↵ec) the Goldreich-Julian density,
where Ze↵ is the e↵ective plasma charge. explain the notion of e↵ective plasma charge.

A reference value for the wind Lorentz factor �w can be derived as follows. We assume
that wind acceleration proceeds e�ciently in the resistive MHD regime or any other regime
allowing acceleration, as along as �(r) is smaller than the fast-magnetosonic value

p
�, and

that acceleration stalls beyond that point (e.g. [41]): �

2
w = �. Then, expressing the magne-

tization � as the ratio between the electromagnetic luminosity of the wind, and the energy
injected into particles, � ' �M/�w, one obtains
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2
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' 4.0⇥ 102
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2/3
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note: the above assumes that the fraction of wind luminosity that is not

transferred to pairs because of radiative losses is transferred to radiation and

not to protons

In the case of the Crab nebula, the inference of a low or moderate value of � down-
stream of the termination shock suggests that indeed, most of the wind luminosity has been
dissipated into particle energy flux. If dissipation is as e�cient in the msec PWNe, then �0 is
determined by this conversion, although one must now take into account energy losses during
dissipation, which would limit its value to the radiation reaction limit
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charge density
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Conséquences : Champs électriques forts

• Champ électrique induit

partout où un plasma dense 
est en corotation

• Notamment à l’intérieur de
l’étoile à neutrons

• Implique la présence d’une certaine densité de charge

• À la surface, E >> gravité, forces interatomiques (work 
function) ⇒ particules chargées aisément extraites de
l’étoile jusqu’à (space-charge limited flow)

(Goldreich & Julian 1969)
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• Notamment à l’intérieur de
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• Implique la présence d’une certaine densité de charge
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Induced electric field

Implies a charge density (Goldreich-Julian 69)
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where Mej,5 ⇥ Mej/5 M⇤. After a few expansion timescales
tex = Rej,i/vSN, where Rej,i is the radius of the star that
led to the explosion, the ejecta enters into a stage of
homologous expansion where its size scales as R = vejt and
its internal energy as Eint(t) ⇤ (Eej/2)(tex/t).

The ejecta is first optically thick to electron scattering.
Noting � and ⇤ the opacity and density of the supernova
envelope, one can estimate the optical depth of the ejecta:
⌅ = R�⇤. Assuming a constant central supernova density
profile (see Matzner & McKee 1999 and Chevalier 2005 for
more detailed modeling of the interior structure of super-
novae) ⇤ = 3Mej/(4⇥R3), one can define the e⇥ective di⇥u-
sion time (for thermal photons to cross the ejecta):
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with the opacity to electron scattering defined as
�0.2 ⇥ �/(0.2 g�1 cm

2
) for thermal photons. This sets

the timescale of the supernova light curve, under the
assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).

As the ejecta expands, it reaches a time tthin when it
becomes optically thin to electron scattering, for thermal
photons (⌅ = 1):
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For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):
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We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1: a forward shock at the interface of the
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).

The pulsar wind carries a total energy:
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and injects a luminosity (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)

Lp(t) =
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into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)
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Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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where Mej,5 ⇥ Mej/5 M⇤. After a few expansion timescales
tex = Rej,i/vSN, where Rej,i is the radius of the star that
led to the explosion, the ejecta enters into a stage of
homologous expansion where its size scales as R = vejt and
its internal energy as Eint(t) ⇤ (Eej/2)(tex/t).

The ejecta is first optically thick to electron scattering.
Noting � and ⇤ the opacity and density of the supernova
envelope, one can estimate the optical depth of the ejecta:
⌅ = R�⇤. Assuming a constant central supernova density
profile (see Matzner & McKee 1999 and Chevalier 2005 for
more detailed modeling of the interior structure of super-
novae) ⇤ = 3Mej/(4⇥R3), one can define the e⇥ective di⇥u-
sion time (for thermal photons to cross the ejecta):

td ⇥
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„
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with the opacity to electron scattering defined as
�0.2 ⇥ �/(0.2 g�1 cm

2
) for thermal photons. This sets

the timescale of the supernova light curve, under the
assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).

As the ejecta expands, it reaches a time tthin when it
becomes optically thin to electron scattering, for thermal
photons (⌅ = 1):

tthin =

„
3Mej�
4⇥v2

ej

«1/2

⇤ 1.9� 107 s

„
vej

2� 109 cm s�1

«
. (4)

For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):

tp =
9Ic3

2B2R6
⇥�2

i

⇤ 3.1� 107 s I45B
�2
13 R�6

⇥,6P
2
i,�3 . (5)

We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1: a forward shock at the interface of the
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).

The pulsar wind carries a total energy:

Ep =
I�2

i

2
⇤ 1.9� 1052 erg I45P

2
i,�3 , (6)

and injects a luminosity (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)

Lp(t) =
Ep

tp

1
(1 + t/tp)2

. (7)

into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)

RPWN ⇤
„

125
99

v3
ejEp

Mejtp

«1/5

t6/5, for t ⇥ tp, Ep ⌅ Eej (9)

Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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mass number. At later times, as the wind cools and
becomes relativistic, the neutrino heating e�ciency
drops, shutting o↵ the r-process. It is thus unlikely
that this channel can seed heavy nuclei in the wind
in our framework.

3.2.2. Maximum acceleration energy

The acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays up to
ultrahigh energies in neutron stars or their environ-
ments is the main weakness of this source scenario.
A toy model presented in Appendix B can help to
get some hints on the problems.

Our poor knowledge of the neutron star magneto-
spheres, winds, nebulae and termination shocks (at
the interface between the wind and the surrounding
supernova ejecta) is central to the di�culties en-
countered in building a detailed acceleration model,
consistent with the observations and the leptonic
emission counterparts. The radiation due to pairs
itself is challenging to explain, and despite an in-
creasing experimental and theoretical e↵ort been
put to understand the working of neutron star out-
flows and nebular emissions, the community is still
struggling to solve fundamental problems (see e.g.,
reviews by Arons 2002; Kirk et al. 2009), such as how
and where pairs are been accelerated, or the related
so-called �-problem (how to reconcile the very high
level of magnetization � of the wind close to the light
cylinder, with the low level inferred from leptonic
emission observations downstream of the termina-
tion shock). How exactly pairs are being accelerated
remains also an unknown. One theory is that Fermi-
type processes takes place at the termination shock
and boosts to higher energies the particles already
accelerated to a high Lorentz factor in the wind, via
reconnection for example (Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011).

One certainty however is that neutron stars spin
down, and subsequently, their rotational energy is
channelled via their winds towards the outer medium.
We assume that, as the observations suggest for
the Crab pulsar, that the electromagnetic luminos-
ity, Lw, is e�ciently converted into kinetic luminos-
ity, Ṅmc2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�

mic
2 + 2m

e

c2
�

(with ṄGJ the
Goldreich-Julian charge density, Eq. B.6, Goldre-
ich & Julian 1969, mi = Am

p

the ion mass and 
the pair multiplicity), e.g., at the termination shock
(Lyubarsky 2003). Particles can then reach a Lorentz
factor of

�diss. ' 1
1 + �PWN

Lw

Ṅmc2
(3.1)

' 1.8⇥ 109

(1 + �PWN) (1 + xi)
�1

4 P�2
�3 B13R

3
?,6 .

where B is the dipole magnetic field strength of the
star, R

?

its radius and xi ⌘ mi/ (2m
e

) the ratio
between the energy carried by the ions to that carried
by pairs (Lemoine et al. in prep.). If ions of charge Zi

are injected at a rate ṄGJ/Zi, xi ⌘ mi/ (2Zim
e

),
so that xi . 1 for  & 103.

The magnetization parameter �PWN relates the
Poynting flux to the matter energy flux downstream
of the termination shock; in the comoving wind frame,
it is defined as �PWN ⌘ B2

PWN/
�

4⇡nmc2
�

, with
nmc2 ⌘ nimic

2 + 2n
e

m
e

c2 the rest mass energy
density, B2

PWN/4⇡ the electromagnetic energy den-
sity downstream of the shock,  defining the multi-
plicity factor for pairs achieved through pair cascade
in the magnetosphere2.

According to the value of , that can range between
10 � 108 in theory (a highly debated quantity, see
e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), the energy conversion can be
e�cient enough to enable protons to reach energies
at neutron-star birth

E0 ⇠ 1.5⇥ 1020 eVA56 ⌘ �1
4 P�2

i,�3B13R
3
?,6 , (3.2)

assuming xi ⌧ 1 and where we have noted ⌘  1
the luminosity conversion e�ciency. In the case
when the conversion is not fully e�cient, stochastic
types of acceleration could take place at the shock to
further push the maximum acceleration energy to the
confinement limit �conf = ZeBPWNRPWN/(Am

p

c2)
(where BPWN and RPWN represent respectively the
pulsar wind nebula magnetic field and radius), which
can reach values > 1011 over the spin-down timescale
for neutron stars with parameters B & 1012 G and
initial rotation period Pi ⇠ 1ms (Lemoine et al. in
prep.).

Note that the maximum acceleration energy in
Eq. (3.2) scales as the mass number A, while for
a unipolar induction toy-model described in Ap-
pendix B (Eq. B.4), the scaling goes as Z. The
calculations performed in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4
were done prior to the acceleration study described in
this section, and therefore are based on the energies
given by the toy model (Eq. B.4). For a standard
multiplicity 4, one notices however that the two
energies di↵er only of a factor of A/Z ⇠ 2. The
di↵erence also stems from the acceleration e�ciency
being taken as ⌘ = 0.1 in Section 3.3, while a full
e�ciency is assumed here.

2We have implicitly assumed a cold MHD wind, composed of
e

+�e

� pairs of proper density n

e

with a small admixture
of ions, of proper density n

i

.
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Electron-positron pairs are injected into the nebula with a minimum Lorentz factor �0.
As we will discuss in the following, this Lorentz factor provides the crucial parameter which
delimits the parameter space where msec PWNe can produce ultra-high energy cosmic rays.
Here, we treat it as a parameter in order to remain general, and we will make contact with
more specific models in Sec. 3. Nevertheless, one can note that for well-known PWNe, the
mean Lorentz factor h�i ⇠ 106, hence we use 106 as a fiducial value. More generally, �0 is
bounded by below by the bulk Lorentz factor of the wind at the termination shock, �w, and
by above by the Lorentz factor corresponding to full dissipation of the Poynting flux into
particle kinetic energy:

�M ' Lp

Ṅmc

2

' 4.4⇥ 109

1 + xi
L

1/2
p,45

�1
4

' 3.5⇥ 109

1 + xi


�1
4 P

�2
�3 B?,13R

3
?,6 . (2.7)

in you expression for �M there is no explicit reference to �. To make you wording clear
you could write �M = �w (1 + �), so (1 + �) can be interpreted as the “bulk Lorentz factor
of the electromagnetic part“ Here, xi ⌘ mi/ (2me) denotes the ratio of energy carried
by the ions relatively to that carried by the pairs; assuming that the ions are protons,
xi . 1 for  & 103. The particle rest mass power injected into the nebula is written here:
Ṅmc

2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�
mic

2 + 2mec
2
�
, with ṄGJ = B?R

3
?⌦2

/(Ze↵ec) the Goldreich-Julian density,
where Ze↵ is the e↵ective plasma charge. explain the notion of e↵ective plasma charge.

A reference value for the wind Lorentz factor �w can be derived as follows. We assume
that wind acceleration proceeds e�ciently in the resistive MHD regime or any other regime
allowing acceleration, as along as �(r) is smaller than the fast-magnetosonic value

p
�, and

that acceleration stalls beyond that point (e.g. [41]): �

2
w = �. Then, expressing the magne-

tization � as the ratio between the electromagnetic luminosity of the wind, and the energy
injected into particles, � ' �M/�w, one obtains

�w =
✓

Lw

Ṅmc

2

◆1/3

' 4.0⇥ 102


�1/3
4 B

1/3
?,13R?,6P

2/3
�3 . (2.8)

note: the above assumes that the fraction of wind luminosity that is not

transferred to pairs because of radiative losses is transferred to radiation and

not to protons

In the case of the Crab nebula, the inference of a low or moderate value of � down-
stream of the termination shock suggests that indeed, most of the wind luminosity has been
dissipated into particle energy flux. If dissipation is as e�cient in the msec PWNe, then �0 is
determined by this conversion, although one must now take into account energy losses during
dissipation, which would limit its value to the radiation reaction limit

�lim =
3
2

mec
2

e

3/2
B

1/2
PWN

' 2.0⇥ 107
L

1/8
p,45t

7/8
sd,7.5⌘

�1/4
B t̂

9/8

' 1.8⇥ 107
⌘

�1/4
B P

1/2
�3 RPWN,16.5

3/4
I

�1/4
45 t̂

9/8
. (2.9)
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charge density
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l’étoile à neutrons
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• À la surface, E >> gravité, forces interatomiques (work 
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ej,51M

�1/2
ej,5 ,

(1)
where Mej,5 ⇥ Mej/5 M⇤. After a few expansion timescales
tex = Rej,i/vSN, where Rej,i is the radius of the star that
led to the explosion, the ejecta enters into a stage of
homologous expansion where its size scales as R = vejt and
its internal energy as Eint(t) ⇤ (Eej/2)(tex/t).

The ejecta is first optically thick to electron scattering.
Noting � and ⇤ the opacity and density of the supernova
envelope, one can estimate the optical depth of the ejecta:
⌅ = R�⇤. Assuming a constant central supernova density
profile (see Matzner & McKee 1999 and Chevalier 2005 for
more detailed modeling of the interior structure of super-
novae) ⇤ = 3Mej/(4⇥R3), one can define the e⇥ective di⇥u-
sion time (for thermal photons to cross the ejecta):

td ⇥
„

Mej�
4⇥vejc

«1/2

(2)

⇤ 1.6� 106 s M1/2
ej,5�1/2
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„
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, (3)

with the opacity to electron scattering defined as
�0.2 ⇥ �/(0.2 g�1 cm

2
) for thermal photons. This sets

the timescale of the supernova light curve, under the
assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
the these timescales, see, e.g., Kasen & Woosley (2009).

As the ejecta expands, it reaches a time tthin when it
becomes optically thin to electron scattering, for thermal
photons (⌅ = 1):

tthin =

„
3Mej�
4⇥v2

ej

«1/2

⇤ 1.9� 107 s

„
vej

2� 109 cm s�1

«
. (4)

For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
of the pulsar (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983):

tp =
9Ic3

2B2R6
⇥�2

i

⇤ 3.1� 107 s I45B
�2
13 R�6

⇥,6P
2
i,�3 . (5)

We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula

The interaction between the pulsar wind and the supernova
ejecta leads to the formation of the following structures, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1: a forward shock at the interface of the
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.

shocked and unshocked ejecta, and a reverse shock at the
interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
pulsar wind nebula (PWN, e.g., Chevalier 1977; Chevalier
& Fransson 1992; Gaensler & Slane 2006).

The pulsar wind carries a total energy:

Ep =
I�2

i

2
⇤ 1.9� 1052 erg I45P

2
i,�3 , (6)

and injects a luminosity (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)

Lp(t) =
Ep

tp

1
(1 + t/tp)2

. (7)

into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
expressed (Chevalier 1977)

RPWN ⇤
„

125
99

v3
ejEp

Mejtp

«1/5

t6/5, for t ⇥ tp, Ep ⌅ Eej (9)

Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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Noting � and ⇤ the opacity and density of the supernova
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assumption that the opacity remains constant throughout
the ejecta (no ionization e⇥ect), and in the absence of
pulsar or 56Ni heating. For more detailed computation of
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For the numerical estimates of vej, we are using the final
velocity of the ejecta after its modification by the shock at
the interface between the pulsar wind and the initial ejecta,
for Eej,51, Mej,5, and Pi = 10�3 s (see Eq. 8 in Section 2.2).

The pulsar spins down by electromagnetic energy losses
that is transferred to the surrounding environment. The de-
position of this energy happens over the spin-down timescale
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We will consider two regimes for the calculation of ra-
diative emissions from the ejecta: optically thin (t > tthin),
and optically thick (t < tthin) for thermal photons. The de-
position of pulsar rotational energy will have di⇥erent e⇥ects
on the supernova radiative emissions according to the opti-
cal depth of the ejecta at time tp.

2.2 Characteristics of the supernova ejecta and of
the embedded pulsar wind nebula
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Figure 1. Scheme of the structures created by the interaction
between the pulsar wind and the SN ejecta in the blast rest mass
frame.
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interface between the shocked and unshocked wind (clas-
sically called “termination shock”). The shocked material
between the forward and the reverse shock constitutes the
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into the cold supernova ejecta. The evolution of the pul-
sar luminosity over time, for magnetic dipole spin-down, is
represented in Fig. 4.

The characteristic velocity of the ejecta is not a⇥ected
by the pulsar wind nebula expansion if Ep ⌅ Eej. How-
ever, if the pulsar input energy overwhelms the initial ejecta
energy Ep ⇧ Eej, the ejecta is swept up into the shell at a
final shell velocity vf = (2Ep/Mej)

1/2 (Chevalier 2005). Tak-
ing into account these two extreme cases, one can estimate
the characteristic ejecta velocity as

vej = vSN(1 + Ep/ESN)1/2 . (8)

For Ep ⌅ Eej, the evolution of the pulsar wind nebula
takes place in the central part of the SN ejecta, where the
density profile is nearly flat, with ⇤ ⌃ t�3(r/t)�m. We will
assume here that m = 0. For times t ⇥ tp where Lp ⇤
Ep/tp, the radius of the pulsar wind nebula can then be
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RPWN ⇤
„

125
99

v3
ejEp

Mejtp

«1/5

t6/5, for t ⇥ tp, Ep ⌅ Eej (9)

Beyond the characteristic velocity vSN, the density pro-
file of the ejecta steepens considerably, reaching spectral in-
dices b � 5 (e.g., Matzner & McKee 1999). For Ep ⇧ Eej,
the pulsar wind nebula expands past this inflection point and
its size depends on whether the swept-up shell breaks up by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Chevalier (2005) discusses that
if the shell does not break up, the expansion is determined
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conversion of pulsar electromagnetic into kinetic energy

maximum energy:

fraction of luminosity into 
particle kinetic energy 

mass number. At later times, as the wind cools and
becomes relativistic, the neutrino heating e�ciency
drops, shutting o↵ the r-process. It is thus unlikely
that this channel can seed heavy nuclei in the wind
in our framework.

3.2.2. Maximum acceleration energy

The acceleration mechanism of cosmic rays up to
ultrahigh energies in neutron stars or their environ-
ments is the main weakness of this source scenario.
A toy model presented in Appendix B can help to
get some hints on the problems.

Our poor knowledge of the neutron star magneto-
spheres, winds, nebulae and termination shocks (at
the interface between the wind and the surrounding
supernova ejecta) is central to the di�culties en-
countered in building a detailed acceleration model,
consistent with the observations and the leptonic
emission counterparts. The radiation due to pairs
itself is challenging to explain, and despite an in-
creasing experimental and theoretical e↵ort been
put to understand the working of neutron star out-
flows and nebular emissions, the community is still
struggling to solve fundamental problems (see e.g.,
reviews by Arons 2002; Kirk et al. 2009), such as how
and where pairs are been accelerated, or the related
so-called �-problem (how to reconcile the very high
level of magnetization � of the wind close to the light
cylinder, with the low level inferred from leptonic
emission observations downstream of the termina-
tion shock). How exactly pairs are being accelerated
remains also an unknown. One theory is that Fermi-
type processes takes place at the termination shock
and boosts to higher energies the particles already
accelerated to a high Lorentz factor in the wind, via
reconnection for example (Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011).

One certainty however is that neutron stars spin
down, and subsequently, their rotational energy is
channelled via their winds towards the outer medium.
We assume that, as the observations suggest for
the Crab pulsar, that the electromagnetic luminos-
ity, Lw, is e�ciently converted into kinetic luminos-
ity, Ṅmc2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�

mic
2 + 2m

e

c2
�

(with ṄGJ the
Goldreich-Julian charge density, Eq. B.6, Goldre-
ich & Julian 1969, mi = Am

p

the ion mass and 
the pair multiplicity), e.g., at the termination shock
(Lyubarsky 2003). Particles can then reach a Lorentz
factor of

�diss. ' 1
1 + �PWN

Lw

Ṅmc2
(3.1)

' 1.8⇥ 109

(1 + �PWN) (1 + xi)
�1

4 P�2
�3 B13R

3
?,6 .

where B is the dipole magnetic field strength of the
star, R

?

its radius and xi ⌘ mi/ (2m
e

) the ratio
between the energy carried by the ions to that carried
by pairs (Lemoine et al. in prep.). If ions of charge Zi

are injected at a rate ṄGJ/Zi, xi ⌘ mi/ (2Zim
e

),
so that xi . 1 for  & 103.

The magnetization parameter �PWN relates the
Poynting flux to the matter energy flux downstream
of the termination shock; in the comoving wind frame,
it is defined as �PWN ⌘ B2

PWN/
�

4⇡nmc2
�

, with
nmc2 ⌘ nimic

2 + 2n
e

m
e

c2 the rest mass energy
density, B2

PWN/4⇡ the electromagnetic energy den-
sity downstream of the shock,  defining the multi-
plicity factor for pairs achieved through pair cascade
in the magnetosphere2.

According to the value of , that can range between
10 � 108 in theory (a highly debated quantity, see
e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), the energy conversion can be
e�cient enough to enable protons to reach energies
at neutron-star birth

E0 ⇠ 1.5⇥ 1020 eVA56 ⌘ �1
4 P�2

i,�3B13R
3
?,6 , (3.2)

assuming xi ⌧ 1 and where we have noted ⌘  1
the luminosity conversion e�ciency. In the case
when the conversion is not fully e�cient, stochastic
types of acceleration could take place at the shock to
further push the maximum acceleration energy to the
confinement limit �conf = ZeBPWNRPWN/(Am

p

c2)
(where BPWN and RPWN represent respectively the
pulsar wind nebula magnetic field and radius), which
can reach values > 1011 over the spin-down timescale
for neutron stars with parameters B & 1012 G and
initial rotation period Pi ⇠ 1ms (Lemoine et al. in
prep.).

Note that the maximum acceleration energy in
Eq. (3.2) scales as the mass number A, while for
a unipolar induction toy-model described in Ap-
pendix B (Eq. B.4), the scaling goes as Z. The
calculations performed in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4
were done prior to the acceleration study described in
this section, and therefore are based on the energies
given by the toy model (Eq. B.4). For a standard
multiplicity 4, one notices however that the two
energies di↵er only of a factor of A/Z ⇠ 2. The
di↵erence also stems from the acceleration e�ciency
being taken as ⌘ = 0.1 in Section 3.3, while a full
e�ciency is assumed here.

2We have implicitly assumed a cold MHD wind, composed of
e

+�e

� pairs of proper density n

e

with a small admixture
of ions, of proper density n

i

.
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Electron-positron pairs are injected into the nebula with a minimum Lorentz factor �0.
As we will discuss in the following, this Lorentz factor provides the crucial parameter which
delimits the parameter space where msec PWNe can produce ultra-high energy cosmic rays.
Here, we treat it as a parameter in order to remain general, and we will make contact with
more specific models in Sec. 3. Nevertheless, one can note that for well-known PWNe, the
mean Lorentz factor h�i ⇠ 106, hence we use 106 as a fiducial value. More generally, �0 is
bounded by below by the bulk Lorentz factor of the wind at the termination shock, �w, and
by above by the Lorentz factor corresponding to full dissipation of the Poynting flux into
particle kinetic energy:

�M ' Lp

Ṅmc

2

' 4.4⇥ 109

1 + xi
L

1/2
p,45

�1
4

' 3.5⇥ 109

1 + xi


�1
4 P

�2
�3 B?,13R

3
?,6 . (2.7)

in you expression for �M there is no explicit reference to �. To make you wording clear
you could write �M = �w (1 + �), so (1 + �) can be interpreted as the “bulk Lorentz factor
of the electromagnetic part“ Here, xi ⌘ mi/ (2me) denotes the ratio of energy carried
by the ions relatively to that carried by the pairs; assuming that the ions are protons,
xi . 1 for  & 103. The particle rest mass power injected into the nebula is written here:
Ṅmc

2 ⌘ ṄGJ

�
mic

2 + 2mec
2
�
, with ṄGJ = B?R

3
?⌦2

/(Ze↵ec) the Goldreich-Julian density,
where Ze↵ is the e↵ective plasma charge. explain the notion of e↵ective plasma charge.

A reference value for the wind Lorentz factor �w can be derived as follows. We assume
that wind acceleration proceeds e�ciently in the resistive MHD regime or any other regime
allowing acceleration, as along as �(r) is smaller than the fast-magnetosonic value

p
�, and

that acceleration stalls beyond that point (e.g. [41]): �

2
w = �. Then, expressing the magne-

tization � as the ratio between the electromagnetic luminosity of the wind, and the energy
injected into particles, � ' �M/�w, one obtains

�w =
✓

Lw

Ṅmc

2

◆1/3

' 4.0⇥ 102


�1/3
4 B

1/3
?,13R?,6P

2/3
�3 . (2.8)

note: the above assumes that the fraction of wind luminosity that is not

transferred to pairs because of radiative losses is transferred to radiation and

not to protons

In the case of the Crab nebula, the inference of a low or moderate value of � down-
stream of the termination shock suggests that indeed, most of the wind luminosity has been
dissipated into particle energy flux. If dissipation is as e�cient in the msec PWNe, then �0 is
determined by this conversion, although one must now take into account energy losses during
dissipation, which would limit its value to the radiation reaction limit

�lim =
3
2

mec
2

e

3/2
B

1/2
PWN

' 2.0⇥ 107
L

1/8
p,45t

7/8
sd,7.5⌘

�1/4
B t̂

9/8

' 1.8⇥ 107
⌘

�1/4
B P

1/2
�3 RPWN,16.5

3/4
I

�1/4
45 t̂

9/8
. (2.9)
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particles accelerated to maximum Lorentz factor :

Goldreich-Julian 
charge density
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l’étoile à neutrons

• Implique la présence d’une certaine densité de charge

• À la surface, E >> gravité, forces interatomiques (work 
function) ⇒ particules chargées aisément extraites de
l’étoile jusqu’à (space-charge limited flow)

(Goldreich & Julian 1969)
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Induced electric field

Implies a charge density (Goldreich-Julian 69)
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ideal site for heavy nuclei production
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the magnetosphere within the light-cylinder. Sizes of the gaps
are not to scale.

charges and current distribution present outside the light-cylinder are superluminal even
if the particles themselves remain subluminal. Such motions generate radiation qualified
as Schott radiation by da Costa & Kahn (1985) and to be distinguished from Cerenkov
radiation. A analogy with Cerenkov emission was nevertheless put forward by Ardavan
(1981). This flow outside the light-cylinder will be discussed in the pulsar wind theory
sec. 7.
In a series of papers by Ardavan (1976a,b,d ,e,c) it was claimed that the transition

between the corotating magnetosphere and the wind should go through a shock disconti-
nuity and not via a continuous MHD flow. Singular surfaces in the magnetosphere were
also found by Buckley (1976).

3. Theory of pulsar magnetospheres

Establishing a consistent model of pulsar physics requires an accurate and quantitative
description of the magnetospheric structure, the dynamics and radiative outputs, that
is, the magnetic field topology, the current flowing inside and outside the light-cylinder
and particle acceleration mechanisms. Such a study in the general case is very difficult to
conduct. Simple situations are instead treated but keeping the problem interesting from
a physical point of view. The hypotheses usually accepted are the following
• the magnetosphere is filled with a pair plasma screening the electric field such that E·

B = 0 everywhere. This means that all charged particles adapt their motion to maintain
a vanishing acceleration along field lines, thus E∥ = 0. Spatially localized slight deviations
from this rigorous E∥ = 0 fulfilment are expected to ignite electromagnetic activity in the
magnetosphere. Subleties in achieving E∥ ̸= 0 lead to different plasma regimes involving
a plethora of gap and cap models.
• particles follow an electric drift motion superposed to a translation along field lines.
• the regime is stationary and at least for earlier models assumed axisymmetric

(aligned rotator).
• primary particles emanate from the surface of the star, there is no pair creation.
• the plasma is quasi-neutral, which means that the space charge is overwhelmed by

a background much more dense neutral plasma.
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closed magnetosphere

open field lines
(base of the wind)

Pétri (2016)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Model-dependent 90% confidence-
level limits (solid lines) for (upper panel) cosmogenic-neutrino
predictions (dashed lines) from Ahlers [22] and Kotera [37]
and (lower panel) astrophysical neutrino fluxes from AGN
(BLR) models of Murase [45] and Padovani (long dashes: Y
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= 0.8, short dashes: Y
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= 0.3) [46], and Fang pulser model
[48]. The Murase model prediction (s=2.3, ⇠

CR

=100) [45] is
overlapped with the upper limit. The range of limits indi-
cates the central 90% energy region. The wide energy cover-
age of the current analysis (Fig. 1) allows a stringent model-
dependent limit to be placed for both cosmogenic and astro-
physical models.

of the di↵use extragalactic �-ray background [35, 36].
Our constraints on these models imply that the major-
ity of the observed �-ray background is unlikely to be of
cosmogenic origin.

Limits on cosmogenic neutrino models [37, 38] using
two classes of source-evolution functions are presented
in Table I. One evolution function is the star formation
rate (SFR) [39], which is a generic measure of structure
formation history in the universe, and the other is that
of FRII radio-loud AGN [40, 41]. The cosmogenic mod-
els assuming FRII-type evolution have already been con-
strained by the previous study [7]. In addition, these
strong evolution models may conflict with the observed
�-ray background. The current analysis not only strongly
constrains the FRII-type but also disfavors much weaker
SFR as a UHECR source evolution model. Cosmogenic
models with weaker source evolution than SFR, such as
evolution of high-energy peaked BL Lac objects [42], are
not constrained. The predicted neutrino spectra and
the corresponding model-dependent limits are presented
in Fig. 2. Heavy composition UHECRs produce only a
small flux of cosmogenic neutrinos with respect to pure
proton UHECRs. Thus the limit on the proton com-
position cosmogenic models could also be considered as
the limit on the proton fraction of a mixed-composition
UHECR model for the given evolution model. A more
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parameters. The colored areas represent parameter space ex-
cluded by the current analysis. (Top) Cosmogenic flux pa-
rameters m and z

max

of UHECR-source cosmological evolu-
tion function of the form  

s

(z) / (1+ z)m, assuming proton-
dominant UHECR primaries with only the CMB as the back-
ground photon field. A semi-analytic formulation [43] is used
to estimate the neutrino flux. The boxes indicate approxi-
mate parameter regions for SFR [39] and FRII ([40] and [41])
for reference. (Bottom) Upper limits on E

�2 power-law neu-
trino flux normalization �0 and spectral cuto↵ energy E

cut

⌫
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generic scanning of parameter space for the source evo-
lution function,  s(z) / (1 + z)m, up to the maximum
source extension in redshift z  z

max

, was also performed
using an analytical parameterization [43]. Because only
the CMB is assumed as the target photon field in the pa-
rameterization, the limits are systematically weaker than
that on the models that include extragalactic background
light, such as infrared and optical photons, with the given
evolution parameters. The resultant exclusion contour is
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. Where each point
represents a given cosmogenic-neutrino model and the
contour represents the exclusion confidence limit calcu-
lated using the LLR method. Our results disfavor a large
portion of the parameter space where m � 3.5 for sources
distributed up to z

max

= 2. These constraints imply that
the sources of UHECRs must evolve more slowly than the
SFR. Otherwise, a proton-dominant composition at the
highest energies, in particular the dip model [44], is ex-
cluded.
Astrophysical neutrinos — We tested astrophysical

neutrino models for the UHECR sources. One of the
advantages of studying astrophysical neutrino models
is that not only proton-dominant, but also mixed- or
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Our constraints on these models imply that the major-
ity of the observed �-ray background is unlikely to be of
cosmogenic origin.

Limits on cosmogenic neutrino models [37, 38] using
two classes of source-evolution functions are presented
in Table I. One evolution function is the star formation
rate (SFR) [39], which is a generic measure of structure
formation history in the universe, and the other is that
of FRII radio-loud AGN [40, 41]. The cosmogenic mod-
els assuming FRII-type evolution have already been con-
strained by the previous study [7]. In addition, these
strong evolution models may conflict with the observed
�-ray background. The current analysis not only strongly
constrains the FRII-type but also disfavors much weaker
SFR as a UHECR source evolution model. Cosmogenic
models with weaker source evolution than SFR, such as
evolution of high-energy peaked BL Lac objects [42], are
not constrained. The predicted neutrino spectra and
the corresponding model-dependent limits are presented
in Fig. 2. Heavy composition UHECRs produce only a
small flux of cosmogenic neutrinos with respect to pure
proton UHECRs. Thus the limit on the proton com-
position cosmogenic models could also be considered as
the limit on the proton fraction of a mixed-composition
UHECR model for the given evolution model. A more
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generic scanning of parameter space for the source evo-
lution function,  s(z) / (1 + z)m, up to the maximum
source extension in redshift z  z

max

, was also performed
using an analytical parameterization [43]. Because only
the CMB is assumed as the target photon field in the pa-
rameterization, the limits are systematically weaker than
that on the models that include extragalactic background
light, such as infrared and optical photons, with the given
evolution parameters. The resultant exclusion contour is
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. Where each point
represents a given cosmogenic-neutrino model and the
contour represents the exclusion confidence limit calcu-
lated using the LLR method. Our results disfavor a large
portion of the parameter space where m � 3.5 for sources
distributed up to z

max

= 2. These constraints imply that
the sources of UHECRs must evolve more slowly than the
SFR. Otherwise, a proton-dominant composition at the
highest energies, in particular the dip model [44], is ex-
cluded.
Astrophysical neutrinos — We tested astrophysical

neutrino models for the UHECR sources. One of the
advantages of studying astrophysical neutrino models
is that not only proton-dominant, but also mixed- or
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 magnetar jet puncturing SN ejecta
Magnetar-energized supernova explosions and GRB-jets 5

Figure 1. Model A at time t ' 200 ms. Left panel: log10⇢ measured in g cm�3. Right panel: Radial velocity, v

r

/c. The unit length in
all figures in this paper is L = GM/c

2 ' 2km. The dynamic range of colour plots does not always reflect the full range of variation of
the represented quantity but is rather selected to make more revealing images.

Figure 2. Same as in figure 1 but for model B at t ' 200 ms.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the global structure of model A at time
t ' 200 ms when the simulations were terminated because
the shock wave has reached the outer boundary of the com-
putational domain. The low density “column” along the
symmetry axis reveals the volume occupied by the colli-
mated outflows from the magnetar. One can see that these
jets have already “drilled” holes in the supernova envelope,
that is the layer of stellar material compressed by the super-

nova shock, and are beginning to propagate directly through
the collapsing star. The unit length in this and other figures
is L = GM/c2 ' 2km. Thus, the propagation speed of the
jets is about 5 ⇥ 104km s�1 or 0.17c. At this speed the jets
would travel across the star of radius ' 2⇥ 105km in about
4 s. The right panel of fig.1 shows that the flow speed of the
jets can be as high as 0.5c. The plots show no signs of the
jet termination shock - this is because the jet flow is sub-fast
and can decelerate smoothly when it reaches the jet head.

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Figure 8. Limiting contours for di↵erent jet fraction f
jet

= 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5. Like previous plots,
the parameter space within the contours is excluded by IceCube. All cases assume ejecta mass
M

ej

= 10M�, ⌘ = 1 and source emissivity following SFR. The sources birthrates are normalized via
cosmic ray measurements. Both hadronic backgrounds and radiative backgrounds assuming ⌘

th

= 1
are considered for the interactions.

Figure 8 shows the limiting contours for di↵erent jet fractions with fjet = [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5].
⌘ = 1 and source emissivity following SFR have been assumed for all cases. As expected, when
fjet ⌧ 1, the results get back to cases without any jet configuration. The parameter space
is less confined with a large fjet, as most cosmic rays escape without producing neutrinos.
Interestingly, the most standard magnetars remain excluded even with a large jet fraction.

5 Discussion, conclusions

In this work we have constrained magnetars as sources of cosmic rays above 1017 eV, by
comparing their expected neutrino production to the observational limits measured by the
IceCube Observatory. We have considered particle interactions with both radiative field
in the pulsar wind nebula and the hadronic backgrounds of the supernova ejecta. High-
energy neutrinos provide a powerful tool to probe very high-energy cosmic-ray acceleration
hidden in supernova ejecta [14]. Assuming a proton cosmic ray composition, we find that the
assumption of magnetars being the dominant high-energy cosmic ray sources is mostly ruled
out by the IceCube upper limits on the di↵usive neutrino background, unless the ejecta mass
is much smaller than in a typical core-collapse supernova, or a large fraction of cosmic rays
can escape without significant interactions from the jet-like structures piercing the ejecta.
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In Figure 4, we show mass attenuation and mass
energy-transfer coefficients. For Mej = 10 M⊙, we use
Zeff = 2.5 assuming a typical composition for ejecta of
Type II SNe, whereas we use Zeff = 7 for Mej = 5 M⊙

assuming ejecta are dominated by carbon and oxygen.
Different chemical compositions lead to modest influ-
ences on attenuated gamma-ray spectra, but our conclu-
sions are not qualitatively altered. In Figure 3, optical
depths to Compton and BH pair production processes
are shown, respectively. Obviously, GeV-TeV gamma
rays cannot leave the ejecta until a few months after the
explosion. The GeV gamma-ray escape is allowed at

tγ−bo≃ 88 d ([Zeff + 1]/3)1/2(Mej/5 M⊙)
1/2

× (Vej/5000 km s−1)
−1

. (52)

In the Thomson limit, the gamma-ray flux at Eb
IC for

t ! tem is roughly given by

F b
IC∼ 3.7× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 Y (1 + Y )−1B−2

dip,14

× ([Zeff + 1]/3)−1(Mej/5 M⊙)
−1(Vej/5000 km s−1)

2

× (d/16.5 Mpc)−2(t/tγ−bo)
−2. (53)

Note that the ejecta becomes optically thin to Thomson
scattering at

tHX−bo≃ 420 d (2/µe)
1/2(Mej/5 M⊙)

1/2

× (Vej/5000 km s−1)
−1

. (54)

The synchrotron flux at late times is estimated to be

F b
syn∼ 2.6× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (1 + Y )−1B−2

dip,14

× (2/µe)
−1(Mej/5 M⊙)

−1(Vej/5000 km s−1)
2

× (d/16.5 Mpc)−2(t/tHX−bo)
−2. (55)

Note that low-energy photons with low κγ can escape
earlier after they experience multiple scatterings.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solve Equations (2), (7), (10), (11), (14) and (38)
numerically. Then, we approximately take into account
matter attenuation in the SN ejecta via Equation (51).
Key parameters for dynamics are Pi, Bdip, Mej and Esn.
Throughout this work, Esn = 2 × 1051 erg is used. We
also consider Mej = 5 M⊙ and Mej = 10 M⊙, which
are often suggested from modeling of observed Type Ibc
and II SNe. To detect X-ray and gamma-ray emis-
sion, sufficiently fast-rotating and magnetized NSs are
required, so we consider NSs with Pi ≤ 10 ms and Bdip ≥

1013 G. Other microphysical parameters are treated as
sub-parameters, assuming that they are similar to ones
suggested in the literature of Galactic PWNe. Moti-
vated by results on the Crab nebula (Tanaka & Takahara
2010), we assume ϵB = 0.003 and ϵe = 1 − ϵB, fixing
q1 = 1.5, q2 = 2.5 and γb = 105.5.
In Figure 5, we show hard X-ray and gamma-ray

spectra for the millisecond pulsar case with (Pi, Bdip,
Mej)=(2 ms, 1014 G, 5 M⊙). The observation time is
set to t = 106.75 s after the explosion. As expected
in Equation (37), generated EIC emission has a peak
around ∼ 10 − 100 GeV, but two-photon attenuation is
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Fig. 5.— High-energy photon spectra of the early PWN embed-
ded in the SN ejecta. The observation time is set to t = 106.75 s ≃
65 d, and the source distance is taken as d = 16.5 Mpc. Rele-
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Fig. 7.— High-energy photon spectra of the early PWN embed-
ded in the SN ejecta for Pi = 2 ms at t = 107.5 s ≃ 316 d. Different
magnetic field strengths are considered. Detections with CTA are
possible for Bdip = 1013 G. Murase et al. 2015
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In Figure 4, we show mass attenuation and mass
energy-transfer coefficients. For Mej = 10 M⊙, we use
Zeff = 2.5 assuming a typical composition for ejecta of
Type II SNe, whereas we use Zeff = 7 for Mej = 5 M⊙

assuming ejecta are dominated by carbon and oxygen.
Different chemical compositions lead to modest influ-
ences on attenuated gamma-ray spectra, but our conclu-
sions are not qualitatively altered. In Figure 3, optical
depths to Compton and BH pair production processes
are shown, respectively. Obviously, GeV-TeV gamma
rays cannot leave the ejecta until a few months after the
explosion. The GeV gamma-ray escape is allowed at
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Note that low-energy photons with low κγ can escape
earlier after they experience multiple scatterings.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solve Equations (2), (7), (10), (11), (14) and (38)
numerically. Then, we approximately take into account
matter attenuation in the SN ejecta via Equation (51).
Key parameters for dynamics are Pi, Bdip, Mej and Esn.
Throughout this work, Esn = 2 × 1051 erg is used. We
also consider Mej = 5 M⊙ and Mej = 10 M⊙, which
are often suggested from modeling of observed Type Ibc
and II SNe. To detect X-ray and gamma-ray emis-
sion, sufficiently fast-rotating and magnetized NSs are
required, so we consider NSs with Pi ≤ 10 ms and Bdip ≥

1013 G. Other microphysical parameters are treated as
sub-parameters, assuming that they are similar to ones
suggested in the literature of Galactic PWNe. Moti-
vated by results on the Crab nebula (Tanaka & Takahara
2010), we assume ϵB = 0.003 and ϵe = 1 − ϵB, fixing
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set to t = 106.75 s after the explosion. As expected
in Equation (37), generated EIC emission has a peak
around ∼ 10 − 100 GeV, but two-photon attenuation is
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Fig. 7.— High-energy photon spectra of the early PWN embed-
ded in the SN ejecta for Pi = 2 ms at t = 107.5 s ≃ 316 d. Different
magnetic field strengths are considered. Detections with CTA are
possible for Bdip = 1013 G. Murase et al. 2015
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In Figure 4, we show mass attenuation and mass
energy-transfer coefficients. For Mej = 10 M⊙, we use
Zeff = 2.5 assuming a typical composition for ejecta of
Type II SNe, whereas we use Zeff = 7 for Mej = 5 M⊙

assuming ejecta are dominated by carbon and oxygen.
Different chemical compositions lead to modest influ-
ences on attenuated gamma-ray spectra, but our conclu-
sions are not qualitatively altered. In Figure 3, optical
depths to Compton and BH pair production processes
are shown, respectively. Obviously, GeV-TeV gamma
rays cannot leave the ejecta until a few months after the
explosion. The GeV gamma-ray escape is allowed at

tγ−bo≃ 88 d ([Zeff + 1]/3)1/2(Mej/5 M⊙)
1/2

× (Vej/5000 km s−1)
−1

. (52)

In the Thomson limit, the gamma-ray flux at Eb
IC for

t ! tem is roughly given by

F b
IC∼ 3.7× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 Y (1 + Y )−1B−2

dip,14

× ([Zeff + 1]/3)−1(Mej/5 M⊙)
−1(Vej/5000 km s−1)

2

× (d/16.5 Mpc)−2(t/tγ−bo)
−2. (53)

Note that the ejecta becomes optically thin to Thomson
scattering at

tHX−bo≃ 420 d (2/µe)
1/2(Mej/5 M⊙)

1/2

× (Vej/5000 km s−1)
−1

. (54)

The synchrotron flux at late times is estimated to be

F b
syn∼ 2.6× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (1 + Y )−1B−2

dip,14

× (2/µe)
−1(Mej/5 M⊙)

−1(Vej/5000 km s−1)
2

× (d/16.5 Mpc)−2(t/tHX−bo)
−2. (55)

Note that low-energy photons with low κγ can escape
earlier after they experience multiple scatterings.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We solve Equations (2), (7), (10), (11), (14) and (38)
numerically. Then, we approximately take into account
matter attenuation in the SN ejecta via Equation (51).
Key parameters for dynamics are Pi, Bdip, Mej and Esn.
Throughout this work, Esn = 2 × 1051 erg is used. We
also consider Mej = 5 M⊙ and Mej = 10 M⊙, which
are often suggested from modeling of observed Type Ibc
and II SNe. To detect X-ray and gamma-ray emis-
sion, sufficiently fast-rotating and magnetized NSs are
required, so we consider NSs with Pi ≤ 10 ms and Bdip ≥

1013 G. Other microphysical parameters are treated as
sub-parameters, assuming that they are similar to ones
suggested in the literature of Galactic PWNe. Moti-
vated by results on the Crab nebula (Tanaka & Takahara
2010), we assume ϵB = 0.003 and ϵe = 1 − ϵB, fixing
q1 = 1.5, q2 = 2.5 and γb = 105.5.
In Figure 5, we show hard X-ray and gamma-ray

spectra for the millisecond pulsar case with (Pi, Bdip,
Mej)=(2 ms, 1014 G, 5 M⊙). The observation time is
set to t = 106.75 s after the explosion. As expected
in Equation (37), generated EIC emission has a peak
around ∼ 10 − 100 GeV, but two-photon attenuation is
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040
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tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040
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tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040
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tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040
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tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00
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6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00
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star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Takahara 2011). The energy channeled into this radiation should
scale as the electromagnetic luminosity provided by the pulsar320
into the wind, Lp = Lrot/(1 + t/tp)2, where the initial pulsar lumi-
nosity Lrot = Erot/tp ⇠ 0.64⇥1045P�4

�3B2
13R6

6 erg/s, over a typical
spin-down timescale tp. The pulsar rotational energy reservoir
can be written Erot = 2⇡2IP�2 ⇠ 2.0 ⇥ 1052 erg I45P�2

i,�3, assum-
ing for simplicity a pulsar spin-down breaking index3 n = 3. The325
spin-down timescale is given by tp ⇠ 3.1 ⇥ 107 s I45B�2

13 R�6
6 P2

�3.
In all the above formulae, R and I are the radius and the inertial
momentum of the star (see Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young330
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-
nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter335
further out in the supernova ejecta.

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.340
2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time
tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘e
Lrot

4
⇠ 6.0 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠ P�5

�3B2
13R6

6I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = vej/c ⇠ 0.04P�1
�3I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 at t = tp, where vej is the

velocity of the supernova ejecta of mass Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, that345
is driven by rotational energy if the neutron star rotates close to
millisecond periods (Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The
factor ⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation
over a given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral
indices and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Inter-350
estingly, in this energy range and time span, the radiated flux
is rather robust to attenuation by the nebula radiation fields and
matter (Murase et al. 2014).

[Stress the fact that magnetars are not favored for observa-
tions. (Kotera et al. 2013; Murase et al. 2014)]355

Figure *** shows the contours of the luminosity L� esti-
mated for in the parameter space P � B. We have overlaid the
luminosity limits derived for various ultra-luminous SNe. In the
contour plot, the sets of P�B below the limit given for one source
are excluded.360

6.2. Maximum source number density and unassociated

sources

In the same token, the number density of fast-rotating neutron-
stars in the Universe can be constrained by this analysis.
An upper limit to the source number density with lumi-365
nosity L�,✏ at energy ✏ can be readily given by ṅmax,✏ =

3/(4⇡)1/2 (FFermi,✏/L�,✏)3/2�T�1. For instance, ṅmax,10 GeV ⇠ 5.6⇥
10�9 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,✏/1043 erg s�1)�3/2(�T/5 yr)�1.

However, in principle, one cannot exclude that such objects
could be hidden among unassociated Fermi objects. The maxi-370
mum number density at a given ✏, nUnA,✏ , should thus include the

3 Although observations indicate n ⇠ 2 � 2.5, our choice of breaking
index does not impact our results, as most of the neutron star rotational
energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

number of unassociated Fermi objects (NUnA = 992 among 3033
source detections) within a sphere of radius Dmax,✏ (as given in
Eq. 1). It reads

nUnA,✏ =
3NUnA

4⇡

 
L�,✏

4⇡FFermi,✏

!�3/2

. (4)

In particular, the numerical estimate obtained at ✏ = 10 GeV, 375
including the number of associated sources reads nUnA,10 GeV ⇠
6.9 ⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,10 GeV/1043 erg s�1)�3/2.

The associations in the 3FGL catalog are performed by look-
ing at the variability and spectral properties and comparing them
with the characteristics of the known source classes (pulsar, 380
AGN, ...). It is not possible to state whether the 3FGL unas-
sociated sources are galactic or extra-galactic. However, their
proportions should follow that of the associated sources. Thus
one expects < 5% of the unassociated sources to be both extra-
galactic and not associated with AGNs. This decreases the max- 385
imum fast-rotating neutron star number density nUnA,✏ of two or-
ders of magnitude.

A constraint on this number density is important as fast-
rotating neutron stars have been suggested as promising sources
for ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (UHECRs, Blasi et al. 2000; 390
Fang et al. 2012, 2013). It is thus interesting to compare the re-
quired rates for those scenarios (ns,UHECR ⇠ 10�8 Mpc�3 yr�1)
with the estimates given above. One can note that the two rates
are close, with 5% nUnA,10 GeV being a factor of a few higher than
ns,UHECR. 395

One can also note the existence of another class in the 3FGL
catalogs including sources associated with TeV sources but not
identified. These sources could correspond to young fast-rotating
neutron stars and could be investigated.

6.3. Discussions subjects 400

– Distance of SN, measurement/estimation methods and un-
certainties

– X-rays proposal (NuSTAR, GBM,...)
– Stacking analysis
– Parameter constraints inference 405
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Search for Superluminous Supernovae with Fermi-LAT

Individual analysis 
only source detected above 3-sigma level: SN2011ke 
constraints on SLSNe luminosities: <~1044 erg/s

Joint likelihood analysis (stacking)

Renault-Tinacci, KK, Ando, Neronov, 
for the Fermi Coll., in prep.

sample of 39 SLSNe 
Fermi Pass-8 data 
3+1 and 7+1 bands in E: 0.6-600 GeV 
4 different time windows

Renault-Tinacci et al.: �-ray detection of SLSNe

Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Takahara 2011). The energy channeled into this radiation should
scale as the electromagnetic luminosity provided by the pulsar320
into the wind, Lp = Lrot/(1 + t/tp)2, where the initial pulsar lumi-
nosity Lrot = Erot/tp ⇠ 0.64⇥1045P�4

�3B2
13R6

6 erg/s, over a typical
spin-down timescale tp. The pulsar rotational energy reservoir
can be written Erot = 2⇡2IP�2 ⇠ 2.0 ⇥ 1052 erg I45P�2

i,�3, assum-
ing for simplicity a pulsar spin-down breaking index3 n = 3. The325
spin-down timescale is given by tp ⇠ 3.1 ⇥ 107 s I45B�2

13 R�6
6 P2

�3.
In all the above formulae, R and I are the radius and the inertial
momentum of the star (see Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young330
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-
nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter335
further out in the supernova ejecta.

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.340
2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time
tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘e
Lrot

4
⇠ 6.0 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠ P�5

�3B2
13R6

6I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = vej/c ⇠ 0.04P�1
�3I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 at t = tp, where vej is the

velocity of the supernova ejecta of mass Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, that345
is driven by rotational energy if the neutron star rotates close to
millisecond periods (Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The
factor ⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation
over a given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral
indices and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Inter-350
estingly, in this energy range and time span, the radiated flux
is rather robust to attenuation by the nebula radiation fields and
matter (Murase et al. 2014).

[Stress the fact that magnetars are not favored for observa-
tions. (Kotera et al. 2013; Murase et al. 2014)]355

Figure *** shows the contours of the luminosity L� esti-
mated for in the parameter space P � B. We have overlaid the
luminosity limits derived for various ultra-luminous SNe. In the
contour plot, the sets of P�B below the limit given for one source
are excluded.360

6.2. Maximum source number density and unassociated

sources

In the same token, the number density of fast-rotating neutron-
stars in the Universe can be constrained by this analysis.
An upper limit to the source number density with lumi-365
nosity L�,✏ at energy ✏ can be readily given by ṅmax,✏ =

3/(4⇡)1/2 (FFermi,✏/L�,✏)3/2�T�1. For instance, ṅmax,10 GeV ⇠ 5.6⇥
10�9 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,✏/1043 erg s�1)�3/2(�T/5 yr)�1.

However, in principle, one cannot exclude that such objects
could be hidden among unassociated Fermi objects. The maxi-370
mum number density at a given ✏, nUnA,✏ , should thus include the

3 Although observations indicate n ⇠ 2 � 2.5, our choice of breaking
index does not impact our results, as most of the neutron star rotational
energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

number of unassociated Fermi objects (NUnA = 992 among 3033
source detections) within a sphere of radius Dmax,✏ (as given in
Eq. 1). It reads

nUnA,✏ =
3NUnA

4⇡

 
L�,✏

4⇡FFermi,✏

!�3/2

. (4)

In particular, the numerical estimate obtained at ✏ = 10 GeV, 375
including the number of associated sources reads nUnA,10 GeV ⇠
6.9 ⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,10 GeV/1043 erg s�1)�3/2.

The associations in the 3FGL catalog are performed by look-
ing at the variability and spectral properties and comparing them
with the characteristics of the known source classes (pulsar, 380
AGN, ...). It is not possible to state whether the 3FGL unas-
sociated sources are galactic or extra-galactic. However, their
proportions should follow that of the associated sources. Thus
one expects < 5% of the unassociated sources to be both extra-
galactic and not associated with AGNs. This decreases the max- 385
imum fast-rotating neutron star number density nUnA,✏ of two or-
ders of magnitude.

A constraint on this number density is important as fast-
rotating neutron stars have been suggested as promising sources
for ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (UHECRs, Blasi et al. 2000; 390
Fang et al. 2012, 2013). It is thus interesting to compare the re-
quired rates for those scenarios (ns,UHECR ⇠ 10�8 Mpc�3 yr�1)
with the estimates given above. One can note that the two rates
are close, with 5% nUnA,10 GeV being a factor of a few higher than
ns,UHECR. 395

One can also note the existence of another class in the 3FGL
catalogs including sources associated with TeV sources but not
identified. These sources could correspond to young fast-rotating
neutron stars and could be investigated.

6.3. Discussions subjects 400

– Distance of SN, measurement/estimation methods and un-
certainties

– X-rays proposal (NuSTAR, GBM,...)
– Stacking analysis
– Parameter constraints inference 405
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Search for Superluminous Supernovae with Fermi-LAT

Individual analysis 
only source detected above 3-sigma level: SN2011ke 
constraints on SLSNe luminosities: <~1044 erg/s

Joint likelihood analysis (stacking)

Renault-Tinacci, KK, Ando, Neronov, 
for the Fermi Coll., in prep.

sample of 39 SLSNe 
Fermi Pass-8 data 
3+1 and 7+1 bands in E: 0.6-600 GeV 
4 different time windows

Renault-Tinacci et al.: �-ray detection of SLSNe

Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Takahara 2011). The energy channeled into this radiation should
scale as the electromagnetic luminosity provided by the pulsar320
into the wind, Lp = Lrot/(1 + t/tp)2, where the initial pulsar lumi-
nosity Lrot = Erot/tp ⇠ 0.64⇥1045P�4

�3B2
13R6

6 erg/s, over a typical
spin-down timescale tp. The pulsar rotational energy reservoir
can be written Erot = 2⇡2IP�2 ⇠ 2.0 ⇥ 1052 erg I45P�2

i,�3, assum-
ing for simplicity a pulsar spin-down breaking index3 n = 3. The325
spin-down timescale is given by tp ⇠ 3.1 ⇥ 107 s I45B�2

13 R�6
6 P2

�3.
In all the above formulae, R and I are the radius and the inertial
momentum of the star (see Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983).

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young330
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-
nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter335
further out in the supernova ejecta.

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.340
2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time
tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘e
Lrot

4
⇠ 6.0 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠ P�5

�3B2
13R6

6I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = vej/c ⇠ 0.04P�1
�3I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 at t = tp, where vej is the

velocity of the supernova ejecta of mass Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, that345
is driven by rotational energy if the neutron star rotates close to
millisecond periods (Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The
factor ⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation
over a given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral
indices and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Inter-350
estingly, in this energy range and time span, the radiated flux
is rather robust to attenuation by the nebula radiation fields and
matter (Murase et al. 2014).

[Stress the fact that magnetars are not favored for observa-
tions. (Kotera et al. 2013; Murase et al. 2014)]355

Figure *** shows the contours of the luminosity L� esti-
mated for in the parameter space P � B. We have overlaid the
luminosity limits derived for various ultra-luminous SNe. In the
contour plot, the sets of P�B below the limit given for one source
are excluded.360

6.2. Maximum source number density and unassociated

sources

In the same token, the number density of fast-rotating neutron-
stars in the Universe can be constrained by this analysis.
An upper limit to the source number density with lumi-365
nosity L�,✏ at energy ✏ can be readily given by ṅmax,✏ =

3/(4⇡)1/2 (FFermi,✏/L�,✏)3/2�T�1. For instance, ṅmax,10 GeV ⇠ 5.6⇥
10�9 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,✏/1043 erg s�1)�3/2(�T/5 yr)�1.

However, in principle, one cannot exclude that such objects
could be hidden among unassociated Fermi objects. The maxi-370
mum number density at a given ✏, nUnA,✏ , should thus include the

3 Although observations indicate n ⇠ 2 � 2.5, our choice of breaking
index does not impact our results, as most of the neutron star rotational
energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

number of unassociated Fermi objects (NUnA = 992 among 3033
source detections) within a sphere of radius Dmax,✏ (as given in
Eq. 1). It reads

nUnA,✏ =
3NUnA

4⇡

 
L�,✏

4⇡FFermi,✏

!�3/2

. (4)

In particular, the numerical estimate obtained at ✏ = 10 GeV, 375
including the number of associated sources reads nUnA,10 GeV ⇠
6.9 ⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 yr�1 (L�,10 GeV/1043 erg s�1)�3/2.

The associations in the 3FGL catalog are performed by look-
ing at the variability and spectral properties and comparing them
with the characteristics of the known source classes (pulsar, 380
AGN, ...). It is not possible to state whether the 3FGL unas-
sociated sources are galactic or extra-galactic. However, their
proportions should follow that of the associated sources. Thus
one expects < 5% of the unassociated sources to be both extra-
galactic and not associated with AGNs. This decreases the max- 385
imum fast-rotating neutron star number density nUnA,✏ of two or-
ders of magnitude.

A constraint on this number density is important as fast-
rotating neutron stars have been suggested as promising sources
for ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (UHECRs, Blasi et al. 2000; 390
Fang et al. 2012, 2013). It is thus interesting to compare the re-
quired rates for those scenarios (ns,UHECR ⇠ 10�8 Mpc�3 yr�1)
with the estimates given above. One can note that the two rates
are close, with 5% nUnA,10 GeV being a factor of a few higher than
ns,UHECR. 395

One can also note the existence of another class in the 3FGL
catalogs including sources associated with TeV sources but not
identified. These sources could correspond to young fast-rotating
neutron stars and could be investigated.

6.3. Discussions subjects 400

– Distance of SN, measurement/estimation methods and un-
certainties

– X-rays proposal (NuSTAR, GBM,...)
– Stacking analysis
– Parameter constraints inference 405
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 strong constraints on (P, B) of central object!

 
Search for Superluminous Supernovae with Fermi-LAT

Individual analysis 
only source detected above 3-sigma level: SN2011ke 
constraints on SLSNe luminosities: <~1044 erg/s

Joint likelihood analysis (stacking)

Renault-Tinacci, KK, Ando, Neronov, 
for the Fermi Coll., in prep.

sample of 39 SLSNe 
Fermi Pass-8 data 
3+1 and 7+1 bands in E: 0.6-600 GeV 
4 different time windows

Renault-Tinacci et al.: �-ray detection of SLSNe

Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.5 < 1.1 ⇥ 1040 2.4 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

2.1⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.6 < 7.4 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 6.6⇥1039

1.2⇥1039 2.1 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00

107 s I45B�2
13 R�6

6 P2
�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Table 4: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and all sources. The first column
provide the significance obtained from a fit over the total energy range. The third and fourth columns contain the sum of the
luminosities in the smaller energy bands between 600 MeV and 10 GeV, and 600 MeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The three last
columns report the best significance among the fits on energy bands and the boundaries of this energy band corresponding to this
best detection, respectively. Superscript and subscript refer to upper and lower errors, respectively.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 0.1 < 2.0 ⇥ 1039 2.3 ⇥ 1038 2.0⇥1039

1.8⇥1038 2.9 171.50 600.00

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 0.0 < 1.6 ⇥ 1039 2.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5⇥1039

2.3⇥1038 2.8 171.50 600.00
tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 0.2 < 7.2 ⇥ 1038 < 9.5 ⇥ 1038 1.5 67.04 171.50
tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.0 < 6.6 ⇥ 1038 1.2 ⇥ 1038 6.0⇥1038

1.2⇥1038 3.8 67.04 171.50

SN o↵-peak period 1.6 < 3.5 ⇥ 1038 9.6 ⇥ 1037 4.6⇥1038

8.8⇥1037 2.2 26.21 67.04

Table 5: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.2. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.5 < 3.0 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 7.8⇥1040

1.3⇥1040 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 6 months 1.6 < 1.3 ⇥ 1040 3.1 ⇥ 1039 2.7⇥1040

3.1⇥1039 2.2 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 1 year 1.2 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 1.3 ⇥ 1039 1.3⇥1040

1.3⇥1039 2.3 67.04 171.50

tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 0.8 < 6.3 ⇥ 1039 1.2 ⇥ 1039 1.1⇥1040

1.2⇥1039 2.7 171.50 600.00
SN o↵-peak period 1.1 < 8.4 ⇥ 1039 < 9.0 ⇥ 1039 1.6 1.57 4.00

Table 6: Luminosities from joint likelihood analysis measurements with the 7+1 energy band set and sources with redshift between
0.0 and 0.5. The layout of the table is identical to Table 4.

Time window Sig0.6�600.0 GeV L0.6�10.2 GeV Lsum
0.6�600.0 GeV Sigbest bnd

E1�E2 E1 E2
� units erg s�1 erg s�1 � units GeV GeV

tpeak to tpeak + 3 months 2.7 < 2.9 ⇥ 1040 1.3 ⇥ 1040 1.6⇥1040
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tpeak to tpeak + 2 years 1.5 < 7.0 ⇥ 1039 2.2 ⇥ 1039 5.4⇥1039

1.9⇥1039 2.9 67.04 171.50
SN o↵-peak period 0.0 < 5.7 ⇥ 1039 < 6.0 ⇥ 1039 1.2 1.57 4.00
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�3. In all the above formulae, R and I are the400

star radius and the moment of inertia (see Shapiro & Teukolsky
1983), respectively.

A fraction ⌘e of Lp is dissipated into pairs at the pulsar wind
nebula. The observations of the Crab nebula and of other young
nebulae point to ⌘e ⇠ 1 (e.g., Kirk et al. 2009), with a less sig-405

nificant fraction of the wind energy going into the nebula mag-
netic field. The pairs then radiate via synchrotron and Inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the nebula region, and this emission
is attenuated by the radiation fields in the nebula and by matter
further out in the supernova ejecta.410

In the 1 � 10 GeV energy range, for observation times of
months to a few years after the supernova explosion, the radi-
ation is dominated by the IC process and the obtained spectrum
follows approximately a power-law of index ⇠ �2 (Murase et al.

energy has been released at times tp, at which we make our measure-
ments.

2014). The expected luminosity of a young neutron star at time 415

tp at energies ✏ ⇠ 1 � 10 GeV can then be written (Kotera et al.
2013; Murase et al. 2014)

L�,✏ ⇠ ⇠�ej⌘eLrot ⇠ 2.4 ⇥ 1042 erg s�1 ⇠�1 P�5
�3B2

13R6
6I1/2

45 M�1/2
ej,5 . (3)

Here �ej = (2ESN/Mej)1/2 (1 + Erot/ESN)1/2/c ⇠
0.04P�1

�3I1/2
45 M�1/2

ej,5 , where ESN is the energy of the super-
nova explosion and Mej,5 = Mej/5 M�, the ejected mass 420

(Chevalier 2005; Kotera et al. 2013). The numerical value is
calculated for a supernova driven by rotational energy, for a
neutron star rotating close to millisecond periods. The factor
⇠ < 1 takes into account the spread of the IC radiation over a
given energy range, with the uncertainties on the spectral indices 425

and the attenuation due to radiation and matter. Interestingly, in
this energy range, for t ⇠ tp and for mildly magnetized objects
(B & 5 ⇥ 1013 G), the radiated flux is robust to attenuation by
the nebula radiation fields and matter, within a factor of a few
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Black Hole mergers as sources of UHECRs: a qualitative model KK & Silk 2016

 comfortable energetics: 
EGW = 3.0+0.5 Msun c2 ∼ 5.4 ×1054 erg per source
population rate ρBH ∼ 2 − 400 Gpc−3 yr−1 
efficiency < 3% required in UHECRs per event per 
unit of GW energy release

 heavy composition possible:  
 iron-enriched residual debris around merging BHs

learnt from GW150914

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)

LBZ =
(GM)3B2

c5R
⇠ 3.2⇥1046 erg s�1 M3

100B
2
11

RS

R
, (1)

whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg

✓
⇢0

1Gpc�3 yr�1

◆�1

, (2)

with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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100B
2
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
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1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
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To achieve such energies, the system would be required
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the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
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ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.
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scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
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like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
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as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
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is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
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such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
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The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
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tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
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BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
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or FRBs, as discussed below.
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Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
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relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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 comfortable energetics: 
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efficiency < 3% required in UHECRs per event per 
unit of GW energy release

 heavy composition possible:  
 iron-enriched residual debris around merging BHs
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et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
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the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
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Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
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scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B
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11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
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seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
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lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
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or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-
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within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
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is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
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hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
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the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
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the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
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the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.
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Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
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BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
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or FRBs, as discussed below.
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scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
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⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
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Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
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by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
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hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
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the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0
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are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
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The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
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the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.
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Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
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tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
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modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
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the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
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massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
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and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
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position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-
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within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.
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Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
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such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
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The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
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are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
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The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
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the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
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seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
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physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.
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Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
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lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
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would be well-suited to account for this observation.
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the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
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scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
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rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
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seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg

✓
⇢0

1Gpc�3 yr�1

◆�1

, (2)

with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

 magnetic field strength via αω-dynamo

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES
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Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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 luminosity extracted via Blandford-
Znajek mechanism
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Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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 BZ timescale (as long as BH accretes 
after merger - sourced by debris)

 luminosity has to last for 7 hours to 2 months
 to reach EUHECR
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Black Hole mergers as sources of UHECRs: a qualitative model KK & Silk 2016

 comfortable energetics: 
EGW = 3.0+0.5 Msun c2 ∼ 5.4 ×1054 erg per source
population rate ρBH ∼ 2 − 400 Gpc−3 yr−1 
efficiency < 3% required in UHECRs per event per 
unit of GW energy release

 heavy composition possible:  
 iron-enriched residual debris around merging BHs

learnt from GW150914
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Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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⇢0

1Gpc�3 yr�1

◆�1

, (2)

with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

 magnetic field strength via αω-dynamo

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

2

Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg
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with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.
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 luminosity extracted via Blandford-
Znajek mechanism
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Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; O’Neill et al. 2009; Palen-
zuela et al. 2009, 2010; Moesta et al. 2010, 2012; Bode
et al. 2012; Giacomazzo et al. 2012; Gold et al. 2014).
The level of radiative flux generated is however uncer-
tain, and subject to strong variabilities according to pa-
rameters and unknown structural details of the system.
Most models are in line with the original Blandford-

Znajek process (Blandford & Znajek 1977) that extracts
the space-time rotational energy of the BHs to generate a
powerful electromagnetic outflow. The same mechanisms
can be applied to stellar BHs at the cost of rescaling the
BH mass and the magnetic field. A rough estimate of
the Poynting flux can then be derived (Lyutikov 2011)
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whereM is the final black hole mass and B = B11/1011 G
is the strength of the external magnetic field. We have
estimated the orbital radius R as the Schwarzschild ra-
dius RS = 2GM/c2 ⇠ 3.0 ⇥ 107 M100 cm, with M100 ⌘
M/100M�.
The magnetic field within the orbit is commonly esti-

mated by assuming that a fraction ⌘E of the Eddington
luminosity is tapped into magnetic luminosity, yielding

values of B ⇠ 3⇥ 106 GM�1/2
100 ⌘1/2E (R/RS)�1 (e.g., Lyu-

tikov 2011). Recent simulations demonstrate however
that non-linear e↵ects should amplify this field by up to
2 orders of magnitude (Giacomazzo et al. 2012). One
could also invoke an ↵!-dynamo process as for pulsars
and magnetars, that would generate fields of strength
B ⇠ 1012 G(P/300ms)�1, with P the spin period of the
system (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Xu et al. 2002). The
seed fields could be anchored to the remains of the accre-
tion disk, the existence of which is proposed for example
in Perna et al. (2016), that should rotate with period
P ⇠ 1 � 10 s, leading to a dynamo-generated field of
B & 1010 G.
A stringent lower limit on the luminosity of any astro-

physical outflow can be placed as a necessary condition
to accelerate particles to energy E (Lemoine & Wax-
man 2009): L > 1045(E/1020 eV)2Z�2 erg s�1, with Z
the charge number of the particle. For a proton com-
position, this implies that the sources have to be ex-
ceptionally bright. Equation (1) suggests that a system
like GW150914 should have su�cient power to acceler-
ate particles up to the highest energies, as long as the
magnetic field within the orbit can be B & 1011 G.

3. A TRANSIENT CANDIDATE SOURCE FOR UHECRS

Above E > 1019 eV, the observed cosmic-ray flux
constrains the source population energy budget to
EUHECR ⇢0 = 1044.5 ergMpc�3 yr�1, requiring that each
individual source supplies an energy

EUHECR & 3.2⇥ 1053 erg

✓
⇢0

1Gpc�3 yr�1

◆�1

, (2)

with ⇢0 the source population rate at redshift z = 0.
This budget is not easily reached by most astrophysi-
cal populations. For BH mergers, the rates inferred by
LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016b) imply EUHECR & 7.9 ⇥
1050 erg (⇢0/400Gpc�3 yr�1)�1 and EUHECR & 1.6 ⇥
1053 erg (⇢0/2Gpc�3 yr�1)�1, for the upper and lower
rate limits respectively. Such energies represent a frac-
tion of < 3% of the energy released in gravitational waves

by GW150914 (Egw ⇠ 3.0M�c2 ⇠ 5.4 ⇥ 1054 erg s�1).
To achieve such energies, the system would be required
to supply a luminosity LBZ (Eq. 1) for time spans of 7
hours to 2 months. These durations constitute a comfort-
able fraction of the typical Blandford-Znajek timescale
tBZ = Mc2/LBZ ⇠ 22M100B

�2
11 (RS/R)2 yr. However,

the Blandford-Znajek process would be maintained only
as long as the black hole accretes after the merger. The
relatively long disk accretion time needed by our model
is best explained if the disk is sourced by tidal disruption
of asteroids or planets. We note that the tidal radius for
such a body of massm�18 ⌘ m/10�18 M� and size rkm ⌘
r/1 km is about rt ⇠ 4⇥ 1011 cm (M100/mc)1/3rkm. The
orbital period for the debris is of order a day. Such dis-
ruptions are plausibly triggered by merger-perturbed or-
bits of residual asteroid clouds surrounding either or both
of the merging black holes.
The absence of multiplets, namely cosmic ray events

arriving with little angular separation in the sky, can
be used to constrain the apparent number density of
sources to n0 > 10�5 Mpc�3, even if particles are de-
flected to ⇠ 30� (Abreu et al. 2013). The low density
of steady candidates: clusters of galaxies (10�6 Mpc�3),
FRI-type (10�5 Mpc�3), and FRII-type radio-galaxies
(10�8 Mpc�3) is not compatible with these observations.
For transient sources, on the other hand, the apparent n0

and real ⇢0 number densities of proton UHECR sources
are related via the cosmic ray arrival time spread �t due
to magnetic fields: ⇢0 ⇠ n0/�t (Murase & Takami 2009).
The time spread is of order �t ⇠ 104 yrs for a 1� deflec-
tion over 100Mpc, and even rare transient events (e.g.,
⇢0 = 1Gpc�3yr�1) could mimic a rather dense popu-
lation. The rates inferred by the LIGO observations for
BH mergers are thus compatible with these observations.
Note that the time delay due to the magnetic deflec-

tions will prevent us from observing UHECRs in corre-
lation with the gravitational wave counterpart of a BH
merger (this is valid for any transient source). The only
direct evidence of an association between UHECRs and
BH mergers can be obtained by the observation of gravi-
tational waves in coincidence with high-energy neutrinos
or FRBs, as discussed below.
The statistically significant cosmic-ray excess above en-

ergy 5.7⇥ 1019 eV reported by the Telescope Array (TA)
within a 20� radius circle centered at (R.A. = 146.7,
Dec. = 43.2) (Abbasi et al. 2014) can also be best accom-
modated with a transient source, due to the absence of
powerful source observed in the direction of this hotspot
(Renault-Tinacci et al. 2016). This BH merger scenario
would be well-suited to account for this observation.
The chemical composition of cosmic rays reported by

the Auger Observatory is not compatible with a light
composition at the highest energies (The Pierre Auger
Collaboration et al. 2013; Aab et al. 2014a,b). The Tele-
scope Array results seem to show the same trend within
systematics (Tameda et al. 2011; Pierog 2013; Telescope
Array et al. 2013). BH mergers stem from the core of
massive stars and hence should be surrounded by metal-
rich debris from before their collapse. These systems
should thus o↵er a favorable site to produce and acceler-
ate heavy nuclei.

4. ASSOCIATED NEUTRINO FLUXES

 BZ timescale (as long as BH accretes 
after merger - sourced by debris)

 luminosity has to last for 7 hours to 2 months
 to reach EUHECR

accretion to source BZ long enough, 
disk to anchor fields and do αω-dynamo 
to generate strong magnetic field

spin

debris tidal disruption of  
asteroids or planets
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Alfvén wings in a pulsar wind

The engine = unipolar inductor. In the wind, E = −vwind ×Bφ induces a potential drop

along the planet.

B0

v0
Wind velocity
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Two stationary Alfvén waves

called Alfvén wings. Continuous

circulation of electric current.

IAW ∼ 4(E0 − Ei)RP /µ0c

For a P = 1s PSR and an

Earth-like planet at 0.2 AU,

IAW ∼ 1011 A.

For comparison, the pulsar

Goldreich-Julian current

IGJ = 2.× 1011 A.

For a P = 10ms PSR and

an Earth-like planet at 0.2 AU,

IAW ∼ 109 A.

[Mottez and Heyvaerts , 2011]

7th Bonn workshop on NS, may 2015 – p. 4

Mottez & Heyvaerts 2011

a body immersed in a highly magnetized outflow 
generates 2 stationary Alfvén wings

plasma instabilities in Alfvén wings 
(e.g., cyclotron maser instability): 

radio emission

strongly beamed radio emission  
@ 10 MHz-103 GHz  

with high flux (Jansky level)

Mottez & Zarka 2013

NB: asteroids and planets can orbit at close 
distance from the central object without being 

evaporated/destroyed (Mie Theory)
KK, Mottez, Voisin, Heyvaerts 2016

Fast Radio Bursts!  
(very bright radio bursts, routinely detected, of unknown cosmological origin) 
Debris/bodies required around merging black holes/final black hole —> model of Mottez & Zarka (2013)
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hotspot could be signature of Galactic transient source occurred 103-4 yrs ago
or extragalactic transient at few 10s Mpc 105 yrs ago 

boom in time-domain astronomy 
(PTF, Pann-STARRS, LSST, …) 

gamma-rays: Fermi, HESS, CTA
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>1000 events and <1 deg. angular resolution 
required

 
How to search for multi-messenger transient signals: neutrino sources?

Fang, KK, Murase, Miller, Oikonomou, submitted

e.g., difficult to identify sources for IceCube neutrinos…

no deflection, no time delay, ideal?

BUT: no horizon —> possible to spot source 
on top of background?

Figure 1. Significance of detection of point sources of UHE neutrinos by experiments with various
angular resolutions and numbers of detected events. The color coding corresponds to the confidence
level to reject an isotropic background using the statistical method from Ref. [65]. We assume that
all of the sources have the same luminosity, and that the sources follow a uniform distribution with
a number density 10�5 Mpc�3 up to 2 Gpc (case I). With this source number density, ⇠ 1000 events
and ⇠ 0.1� angular resolution are needed to reach a 5� detection of point sources. In the above
calculation, f

cov

= 1 is used; fewer events are required in the field of view if f
cov

is smaller.

we reject the null hypothesis of no individual point sources (that is, the p-value). We can,
equivalently, quote the corresponding number of standard deviations for this confidence level
for a Gaussian distribution.

For simplicity, we assume that the detector in consideration has a uniform sensitivity and
a uniform angular resolution over the entire sky (fcov = 1). This setup can be easily adapted
to more realistic sensitivity and angular resolution maps. We consider 8 di↵erent values of
4✓ ranging from 0.05� to 3�, and 10 di↵erent values of N ev

tot with ranges depending on the
source number density (from 50 to 3000 Mpc for ns = 10�5Mpc�3 (uniform) and 10�7Mpc�3

(SFR), and from 10 to 500 Mpc for ns = 10�7Mpc�3 (uniform) and 10�9Mpc�3 (SFR)).
For each set of (�✓, N ev

tot), we generate 105 synthetic reference datasets from an isotropic
background. We also perform 103 tests using data generated with point sources. Finally, we
use the average p-value of all 103 tests to determine the expected significance of detection.
Note that real data has statistical fluctuations and thus does not necessarily result in the
mean value predicted here.

We generate the mock data by drawing events randomly from the background or the
sources, and then smoothing by the point-spread function (PSF) at the injection direction.
We draw the total number of sources from a Poisson distribution with a mean determined

– 5 –
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